Abstract-This paper demonstrates the power performance of an asymmetrical distributed feedback Raman fiber laser (DF-RFL) employing 2 km of highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF). The forward-pumped architecture exhibited better threshold condition and higher output power alongside a broader spectral profile compared to a DF-RFL utilizing a standard transmission fiber. This experimental layout could offer better insight on flatter broadband gain compared to conventional DF-RFL.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed feedback Raman fiber laser (DF-RFL) is a type of random laser that requires only a medium that can contain the optical gain and a cavity that is dimensionally confined. What makes this laser so unique compared to the conventional lasers is the simple arrangement of its laser cavity. The Raman gain spectrum can be customized to any arbitraty wavelength provided it is within the range of 0.3-2 µm [1] by changing the wavelength of the optical pump. The gain also exists in all types of fiber, proving it to be one of the best costefficient add-on technologies. The principle behind this laser is stimulated Raman scattering which is a type of nonlinearity instigated in optical fibers due to high launch powers. This class of laser also puts Rayleigh scattering to use, which has always been viewed simply as attenuation attributed to the inhomogenity of the refractive index. While this is classically true in conventional lasers, the attenuation caused by Rayleigh scattering plays a bigger role in DF-RFL; it acts as distributed virtual reflectors in the lasing cavity. Despite the unfavorable effect of multiple scattering in the communication world, DF-RFL manages to exploit multiple scattering to its advantages.
Though the advantages provided by this class of laser seems promising, it is not yet fully understood and is unable to challange the conventional lasers practically in terms of the laser beam quality and OSNR. Thus, many researchers have been experimenting with different configurations and fibers to improve the features of this laser. For instance, the DF-RFL has been tested with bidirectional pumping employing open cavity with 41 km of SMF [2] , bidirectional pumping employing asymmetrical cavity with 51 km SMF [3] , [4] , bidirectional pumping employing open cavity with 83 km of SMF [5] , and forward pumping employing asymmetrical cavity with 100 km SMF [6] . It was found that these unconventional lasers are capable for long-haul telecommunications with adjustable threshold and output power or even with sensors. Yet, many types of fibers and configurations have not been tested to fully grasp the mechanisms of DF-RFL.
In this paper, an asymmetrical Raman fiber laser utilizing highly non-linear fiber (HNLF) is investigated with forward pumping scheme. Highly non-linear fiber (HNLF) is a type of fiber that has several times the coefficient of a standard transmission fiber. It was developed to enhance the optical nonlinearities that occur in the fiber. The aim of this paper is to understand how the increase in nonlinearity affects the operation of the laser. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the RFL-HNLF system. The RFL was constructed using a highly reflective fiber Bragg grating (FBG) and 2 km of HNLF. The Raman pump used to supply the power into the laser cavity has a wavelength of 1445 nm. According to the Raman gain, the pump signal loses its energy by releasing optical photons and shifts 100 nm towards the longer wavelength (or 13.2 THz downshift), generating a new mode at 1555 nm. This new mode has the energy of a phonon and the shift that took place is named as the Stokes shift [1] . The presence of the FBG at one end of the setup helps the RFL generate a laser with a narrower spectral linewidth and higher power efficiency compared to an RFL that is fully dependent on random feedback alone (open cavity). While the FBG is a high efficiency reflector, it only reflects a single mode and filters the rest of the spontaneous emissions. The FBG was determined to operate at 1555 nm wavelength corresponding to the Stoke's shifted wavelength. The HNLF has a Raman gain of 1 W −1 km −1 with a core diameter of 9.5 µm. Concurrently, the typical attenuation loss for an HNLF in the C-transmission band is 0.5 dB/km for a type 3 HNLF fiber [7] . A 90/10 power coupler was also included in the setup to measure the reflected power from the FBG (denoted as A in the setup) and the incident power towards the FBG (denoted as B in the setup). In consideration of the power coupler integrated into the setup, the lasing threshold could be slightly higher and the output power could be slightly lower due to the 10% ratio directed outside the setup. Meanwhile, the wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) used in the setup is a 1480/1550 nm that Fig. 1 : The experimental setup. The HNLF used is 2 km in length. The Raman pump unit provides the forward pumping to the setup. A and B from the 90/10 power coupler serve as a monitoring ports serves to multiplex the pump signal together with the modes reflected from the FBG. The spectral profile of the setup was captured using an optical spectrum analyzer with resolution 0f 0.05 nm while the threshold output laser was measured using an optical power meter.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP A. Setup Configuration and Principle of Operation
In typical cases of DF-RFL that utilizes SMF, a high launch power with a long length cavity is needed. Sufficient length of fiber is needed to accumulate Rayleigh scattering to form the distributed reflectors in the optical cavity. Sonce our setup uses HNLF as the lasing medium, the length of fiber needed for the interaction of the Raman scattering could be significantly shorter due to the high nonlinearity environment provided and the high Raman gain characteristic. Thus, 2 km of HNLF was chosen arbitrarily. As the high intensity light oscillates within the optical cavity, stimulated Raman scattering takes place and amplifies the signal and Rayleigh scattering producing stronger distributed reflectors to confine the light. After the signal oscillates within the cavity continuously, the gain produced is able to surpass the threshold and lasing is induced. The threshold condition is a circumstance where the gain of the optical cavity is in balance with the intra-cavity losses. Figure 2 shows the laser output of the setup. As seen from the figure, the system has already reached a threshold at 499 mW. The threshold condition of a typical DF-RFL usually ranges between 700-800mW [2] - [6] . The threshold condition of this setup is very low despite the short length of the fiber. This is due to the high nonlinearity coefficient originating from the small affective area of the fiber. The optical to optical efficiency of this setup is 27.8% which is considerably higher compared to the 14% achieved by a DF-RFL employing 60% backward pumping and 40% forward pumping [3] . The maximum output power achieved from this setup at 1680 mW of pump power is 362 mW.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The spectra shown in Figure 3 shows the spectral profile of the setup with varying Raman pump power. The right side of the spectrum shows broadening progression as the pump power is increased and the area around the 1555 nm peak becomes more defined almost like parabolic shape. Above the threshold power, the parabolic shape broadens and overlaps with right side of the spectrum producing a flattened broad spectrum on the right. Comparing the spectral profile of this after surpassing threshold with the spectral profile of a typical DF-RFL [5] , the spectral profile of this setup has a broader spectrum. The strong four wave mixing caused the flattened appearance of spectral profile from the overlapping of the four wave mixing and the Raman gain spectrum leaving only the seed mode reflected by the FBG as the global peak. This shows that four wave mixing activity has been instigaten even before the lasing threshold is attained.
IV. CONCLUSION
This work has demonstrated the impact of HNLF in DF-RFL. A good threshold condition (499 mW at 1680 mW pumping power) was achieved together with a broad spectral profile induce by strong four wave mixing. In future research work, the threshold condition could be lowered even more by increasing the length of HNLF. However, this might lead to a bigger spectral broadening. More investigation needs to be done to better understand the mechanism of this DF-RFL employing HNLF.
